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Abstract-During congestion, data packets are dropped at the
bottleneck link. The pattern of packet drops is determined by
the aggregate traffic behavior and the queuing policy of the
bottleneck link. An observation shows that under this condition
per-flow packet drops are unevenly spaced. Consequently, with
the current loss event rate estimation technique, layered
multicast protocols experience oscillatory estimated loss event
rates. Moreover, the inability of layered multicast protocols to
synchronize packet sequence number- across multicast layers
exaggerates this problem. A two-step loss interval filtering has
been proposed to solve the former problem, while the latter can
be solved with packet reordering. Combining the two-step
filtering and packet reordering, we proposed a smooth loss event
rate estimation technique for layered multicast protocol.
Index Terms- Congestion Control, Loss Rate, Layered Multicast,
Transport Protocol
I. INTRODUCTION
LAYERED Multicast Protocol (LMP) encodes data into
multiple layers and transmits them into multiple multicast
channels. Users can adjust their reception rates according to
the available bandwidth by receiving signals from the
appropriate number of multicast channels. This significantly
improved inter-receivers fairness in a heterogeneous network
such as the Internet. With this features LMP is regarded as one
of the solutions for data transmission of continuous
multimedia applications over the best-effort Internet services
as it enables users of different network bandwidth perceive
different multimedia qualities
TCP is the most dominant traffic on the Intemet. Therefore,
to ensure the stability of the Internet, other protocols are
suggested to be friendly towards TCP [1]. TCP friendly is
defined as a non-TCP connection should receive the same
share of bandwidth as a TCP connection if they traverse the
same path [2]. The concept ofTCP friendly leads to a number
of TCP equations that model TCP steady-state throughput
have been proposed [3-5].
TCP-friendly protocols employ TCP-equation models to
estimate TCP-compatible rates, and regulate the sending and
reception rate based on the estimated TCP-compatible rates. A
TCP-friendly layered multicast protocol, employ a TCP-
equation model as the mechanism to control congestion and to
be friendly towards TCP data flows. The most popular model
is the TCP Reno equation model proposed by [2]. The TCP-
friendly layered multicast protocol understudy used the TCP-
equation model as in [2] to estimate TCP-compatible rates,
and adjust the sending or reception rate correspond to the
estimated target rate.
LER is one of the most important parameters in TCP-
equation model [1]. It is the inverse of a loss interval.
Compare to other TCP-equation model parameters, it has
greater influence on the accuracy and stability of TCP-
compatible throughput estimation.
In a high level of statistical multiplexing environment, the
pattern of packet drops is determined by the aggregate traffic
behavior and the queuing policy of the bottleneck link - the
behavior of a single data flow has little effect on the packet
drop pattern. However, an observation shows that under this
condition per-flow packet drops are unevenly spaced, and
consequently, with the current loss event rate estimation
technique layered multicast protocols experience oscilla'tory
estimated loss event rate [6]. In layered multicast this problem
is exaggerated by the misleading loss event information,
which is the result of the inability of the sender to assign
session's sequence numbers to the packets.
To reduce the variance of the observed loss event rate
estimation, a two-step lost interval filtering technique has been
proposed. While the unsynchronized packet numbers across
layers can be solved by packet reordering. In this work, a
smooth loss event rate estimation technique for layered
multicast protocol that combines two-step filtering and packet
reordering is proposed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section gives an overview ofLER estimation, Section H11
describes the problem ofLER estimation, Section IV describes
the experimental settings, Section V presents the result,
Section VI discusses the result, and Section VII concludes this
paper.
II. Loss EVENT RATE ESTIMATION
LER is suggested as the better representation of general
TCP behavior [7]. It is the inverse ofthe size of a loss interval,
and the size of a loss interval is the number of received and
lost packets within a loss interval. A loss interval begins with
a loss event and ends with another loss event. A loss interval
may contain one or more packet loss occurrences during one
round trip time. A lost packet is considered a part of an
existing loss interval if it occurs within a RIT since the last
loss event. Otherwise, the lost packet becomes the first packet
of a new loss event.
A. The Problem ofLoss Event Rate Estimation
Packet drops at the bottleneck link are unevenly spaced. As
a result, the sizes of loss intervals observed at the receivers are
highly volatile. Though average loss interval technique is used
to mitigate the effect of loss interval volatility, the small size
of loss history windows limits the effectiveness of this
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technique. Therefore oscillatory LERs are estimated at
receivers.
In a LMP session, data packets are distributed across
multicast layers where each layer can be seen as a single
layered multicast. Since receivers may not subscribe to the
same layers, it is not possible to assign session sequence
numbers to the packets. Consequently, each packet is assigned
a layer sequence number. However, this will mislead receivers
regarding the actual packet loss events and loss events size. As
a result, wrong LER is estimated at the receivers.
Fig. 1 illustrates receivers' misperception of loss event size.
We assumed a layered multicast with three multicast layers,
where each layer sends packets at different rates. Fig. I (top)
shows the packets sequence at the bottleneck link. At the
bottleneck link packet number 2 of Layer 1, packet number 6
ofLayer 3, packet number 6 ofLayer 2, and packet number 11
of Layer 3 are dropped. These packets dropped should result
in loss events with sizes of 6, 5 and 5 packets. However, at the
other ends, receivers perceived packet loss events and loss
events' size differently due to the misleading information from
the layer sequence numbers. Fig. I (bottom) shows the packets
sequence, loss events, and loss event size perceived at the
receiver. The receiver perceived loss events size of 3, 8 and 4
packets, which is different from the actual loss events' size at
the bottleneck link.
Layer I U Layer 2 [El Layer 3 Dropped packet ED
Packets sequence and packet dropped at the bottleneck link
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Loss interval size (LIS) = 6 packets
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Packets sequence anpackets lost perceived at the receiver
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Fig. I(top): Packet Sequence and Packets Dropped at the Bottleneck Link
Fig. I (bottom): Packets Sequence and Packets Lost Perceived at the Receiver
B. Average Loss Interval
Average loss interval algorithm is recommended as the best
weighted average for loss event rate estimation [2]. This
method uses dynamic history window and the exponential
weighted moving average. The average loss interval size is
computed as the weighted average of the last k loss intervals
as follows:
l,(n) = k-I (
IZwj





for 1 < < nlf2,
for n/2 t< n.-
The recommended windows size is k-8, that gives weights
of 1, 1, 1, 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 for w, through ws
respectively.
III. SMOOTH Loss EVENT RATE ESTIMATION
Smooth loss event rate estimation address the problems of
uneven packet dropped at the bottleneck link and
unsynchronized packet sequence number by using two-step
loss interval filtering and packet reordering.
A. Two-step Loss Interval Filtering
Two-step loss interval filtering has been proposed to reduce
the oscillation of estimated loss event rate that is caused by
random packets drop at the bottleneck link [8]. The technique
consists of three filtering steps that test the formation loss
interval trend. Any new observed loss interval that is within
this trend will be used for calculation of new loss event rate.
However, loss intervals that are outside of the trend will be
further test for bandwidth change. These loss intervals will be
accepted for calculation of new loss event rate if further test
confirm that the trend violation is due to bandwidth change,
otherwise it will be discarded.
The three filtering steps involved in Two-step filtering
technique are preliminary test, step 1 and step 2. The
preliminary test is to examine the newly observed loss interval
and assign its status, the first filtering step is to test whether
the change in the observed loss interval is a formation of a
new loss interval trend, and the third step is to confirm the
formation ofthe new loss interval trend.
The two-step filtering technique requires two additional loss
interval history windows on top of the recommended loss
history windows - so the new size of loss history windows is
k=8+2=10.
B. Packet Reordering
Packet loss is detected when the sequence numbers of the
received packets are out of order, which the sequence numbers
of the received packets are higher than the expected sequence
number. In layered multicast communication, however, the
sequence numbers are unsynchronized across layers where
packets are assigned layer's sequence number. Since a layered
multicast session consists ofmany layers, this poses a problem
of accurate loss interval size estimation for layered multicast
session. To address this problem we proposed session's packet
reordering based on the sender's packet timestamp.
To determine the sending time of lost packets we can
compare the sequence number and sender timestamp of the
packets of from same layer that arrived at the receiver. For a
loss event with single packet loss, the sending time of the lost
packet can be inferred using the equation depicted in (3).
ts loss- ts pre loss+tsafloss
2 (3)
Where ts_loss is the estimated sending time of the loss
packet, ts_pre loss is the sending time ofthe packet before the
loss packet, and ts_f loss is the sending time of the packet
after the loss packet.
For a loss event with more than one packet loss, the sending
time of the lost packets can be inferred using the equation (4)
and(5).
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ts-f loss - ts- pre losssending _gap = p- lse+ (4)
pkt losses + I
Where sending_ap is the waiting period between two
consecutive packets of the same layers, ts_af loss is the
timestamp of the immediate packet after the loss packet, and
tspre loss is the timestamp of the immediate preceding
packet of loss packet
loss - tsi = is _ bf _ loss + (i * sending _ gap) (5)
Having known the sending time of all packets, including
loss packets, accurate packets sequence can be obtained by
reordering received packets based on their sending time.
Therefore, accurate loss interval size can be estimated.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are set with the intention to evaluate the
smooth loss event rate estimation technique. In particular we
are interested in the effect of the proposed technique on the
precision and stability on estimated loss event rate and
calculated TCP-compatible rate. To evaluate the smooth loss
event rate estimation technique, we implement the techniques
in a TCP-Friendly Layered Multicast Protocol (TFLMP) with
variation of fixed sending and reception rate.
C. Performance Metric
To evaluate the precision of loss rate and TCP-compatible
throughput estimation, we compare the estimated loss event
rate and the resulted TCP-compatible rate with the theoretical
fair rate. The theoretical fair rate is assumed as the fair
bandwidth share per-flow, i.e. 200 Kbps per flow. Coefficient
of variation (CoV) and variability measurement as in [10] are
used to evaluate the stability of loss event rate estimation and
TCP-compatible rate estimation. As we are interested in the
effect of the proposed technique on single flow behavior, the
calculation of CoV and variability are performed per-flow
basis, and the per-flow results are averaged for all simulations.
D. Simulation Setting
Three different TFLMs are used in this study. The first is a
TFLMP that employs the LER estimation technique similar in
[11], which is named as TFLMP-LER. The second is the
TFLMP-LER with two-step filtering technique, which is
named as TFLMP-LER Finally, the third is the TFLMP-LER
with two-step filtering technique and packet reordering, which
is named as TFLMP-LER3. All of loss rate samples are
averaged using the technique similar in [7]. All TFLMP
implementations employ layering scheme with m=1.3. It is
suggested that m=1.3 is the most suitable rate for layered
multicast as it is not too large and not too small either [12].
One of the important assumptions of TCP-equation model is
that TCP-compatible calculated rate is independent of sending
rate [13], where loss events are determined by the dynamic
interactions of traffic flows and queuing policy at the
bottleneck link. Therefore it is important this property hold
under the proposed technique. Based on the assumption, we
varies the simulation experiments, and set fixed sending and
reception rate at 120, 160, 200, 240, and 280 Kbps for all
TFLMP implementations. The sending rate is distributed
across three layers. The rate for each layer is set according to
layering scheme employed by the TFLMPs, and the
cumulative rates of all layers are set accordingly. This serves
our need very well since all TFLMPs under study used the
same sending and reception rate.
A well-known dumbbell topology as depicted in Fig. 2 is
used. The network bandwidth is shared between 1 TFLMP and
127 TCP connections. This represent high level statistical
multiplexing environment, which environment TCP-equation
model should performs well [10]. The bottleneck link between
router RI and R2 is configured to have a propagation delay of
20 ms and a bandwidth of 25.6 Mbps (the theoretical fair
bandwidth share of 200 Kbps for each flow). All access links
have a delay of 2 ms, and are sufficiently provisioned to
ensure that packet drops due to congestion only occur at the
bottleneck link.
TGFL. - / TFLC P
TCP.., S R TCP
TCP-2 2 rnzCP
Fig. 2: Simulation Topology
We use DVMRP [14] routing protocol at all routers. The
Drop Tail and the RED queuing policy with buffer size oftwo
bandwidth delay products are used in the experiments.
Constant bit rate (CBR) is used as TFLMP data source, and
we set the packet size of all flows to 1000 bytes. For the TCP
flows we use New TCP Reno, and to avoid the influence of
the maximum window, we set max-window to 4000 packets.
We start the multicast source at time zero and its sinks after
3 seconds. In order to avoid synchronizations, all TCP
sessions start at between 3 and 4 seconds using random
number generator (RNG seeds). Each scenario is run 20 times
for duration 500 seconds.
V. RESULTS
Fig. 3 to Fig. 8 show the results of simulations under
Droptail gateway. The results as shown in Fig. 3, indicates that
there is negative relationship between estimated loss event rate
and sending rate. However, the relationship is weak and can be
ignored. Therefore the assumption that calculated rate is
independent of sending rate still hold. Among the TFLMPs
implementations, the TFLMP-LER has the strongest
relationship with sending rate. It can be seen in Fig.2 that loss
event rate lines of TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-LER3 are
shallower than the loss event line ofTFLMP-LER.
Loss event rate is one of the most important parameters of
TCP-equation model, and it has greater weight than other
parameters in TCP-equation model. Therefore, the effect of
two-step filtering on loss event rate is translated into the
calculated TCP-compatible rate. Since loss event rate and
calculated TCP-compatible rate have negative relationship,
calculated TCP-compatible rate and sending rate are having
positive relationship. Fig. 4 demonstrates that calculated TCP-
compatible rate increases as the sending rate increase.
However, similar to loss event rate the relationship is weak,
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which can be seen in the Fig. 4 that the loss event rate lines are
shallow.
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Fig. 4: Droptail Gateway: Normalized Calculate Rate vs. Normalized Sending
Rate
Fig. 3 also demonstrates that apart from the loss event rates
at 0.6 normalize sending rate, the TFLMPs with two-step
filtering (TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-LER3) estimate higher
loss event rates than the TFLMP without two-step filtering
(TFLMP-LER). This can be associated to two-step filtering
that discards too high and too low loss interval samples. In our
observation, we notice that loss interval pattern follows
normal distribution but with long right tail. This indicates the
probability to have too high loss interval samples is higher
than too low loss interval samples. Therefore, with two-step
loss interval filtering, more too high loss interval samples are
being discarded than the too low loss interval samples. This
results in higher loss event rate estimated by TFLMP-LER2
and TFLMP-LER3.
The lower loss event rates estimated by TFLMP-LER are
translated to higher calculated TCP-compatible rate as shown
in Fig.4, where TFLMP-LER calculate higher TCP-
compatible rate than TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-LER3.
However, TFLMP-LER over estimates TCP-compatible rate
for nearly all sending rates, where except the calculated TCP-
compatible rate at 0.6 normalize sending rate all other the
calculated rates ofTFLMP-LER are higher than the theoretical
fair rate. This is expected as TCP equation model is said to
perform better than TCP in a high level of statistical
multiplexing environment. TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-LER3
calculate slightly lower TCP-compatible rate than TFLMP-
LER, and their calculated TCP-compatible rates are nearer to
the theoretical fair rate.
TFLMW-LER3 estimates slightly lower loss event rate than
TFLMP-LER2 and calculates slightly higher TCP-compatible
rate than TFLM:P-LER2. This can be associated to the packet
reordering technique implemented in TFLMP-LER3.
Two-step filtering reduces the CoV of estimated loss event
rate as demonstrated in Fig. 5. The CoV ofTFLMP-LER2 and
TFLMP-LER3 are lower than the CoV of the TFLMP-LER.
This is due to the elimination of too low and too high loss
event rate samples by two-step filtering. The CoV ofTFLMP-
LER3 is slightly lower than the CoV ofTFLMP-LER3. This is
due to the accuracy of loss event rate estimation with packet
reordering. Having implemented packet reordering, TFLMP-
LER3 accurately estimates loss event rate. On the other hand,
TFLMP-LER2 experience fluctuating estimated loss event rate
that is a result of unsynchronized packet number across
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Fig. 5: Loss Event Rate: Coefficient of Variation vs. Normalized Sending
Rate
The CoV of loss event rate is also dependent on the sending
rate, where they have negative relationship as shown in the Fig.
5. It is also interesting to note that the CoV gap between the
TFLMP with two-step filtering (TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-
LER3) and the TFLMP without two-step filtering (TFLMP-
LER) is small when the sending rate is set to the theoretical
fair rate, and become wider when the sending rate distance
from the theoretical fair rate.
Similar to loss event rate,, the CoV of calculated rate has
negative relationship with sending rate. The CoV of the
TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-LER3 are lower than the TFLMP-
LER, and TFLMP-LER3 estimates the lowest CoV among all
TFLMP implementations.
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Fig. 6: Calculated Rate: Coefficient of Variation vs. Normalized Sending
Rate
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate that for all TFLMP
implementations the CoV of calculated rate is lower than the
CoV of loss event rate. This is due to calculated rate not only
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dependent on loss event rate but also other parameters such as
RTT. RTT in particular has been exponentially smoothed; and
this is translated in the calculated rate. It is also interesting to
note that the CoV gap all TFLMPs implementations is small
when the sending rate is at the theoretical fair rate, but the gap
becomes bigger when the sending rate is set lower or higher
than the theoretical fair rate.
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the variability of loss event rate and
calculated rate respectively. The two-step filtering
significantly reduces the variation of loss event rate and
calculated TCP-compatible rate. Both the variability of loss
event rate and TCP-compatible calculated rate of the TFLMP-
LER2 and TFLMP-LER3 are nearly half of the TFLMP-LER.
It is also shown that the two-step filtering reduce the
dependency of variability on the sending rate. This can be seen
that the variability line of the TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-
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Fig. 8: Calculated Rate under Droptail Gateway: Variability vs. Normalized
Sending Rate
Fig. 9 to Fig. 14 show the results of simulations under RED
gateway. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show loss event rate and
normalized calculated rate versus normalized sending rate. As
shown in Fig. 9 loss event rate and sending rate have negative
relationship, while Fig. 10 shows that calculated rate and
sending rate have positive relationship.
In contrast to Droptail gateway, the TFLMP-LER2 and
TFLMP-LER3 estimates lower loss event rate than the
TFLMP-LER. Consequently, TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-
LER3 calculate higher TCP-compatible rate than the TFLW-
LER, see Fig. 10.
Under RED gateway both TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-
LER3 inhibit lower CoV of loss event rate than TFLMP-LER,
see Fig. l. -Consequently, higher TCP-compatible rates are
calculated for the both TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-LER3, see
Fig. 12. The CoV of TFLMP-LER3 is slightly lower than the
CoV of TFLMP-LER2. This can be associated to packet
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Fig. 9: RED Gateway: Loss Event Rate vs. Normalized Sending Rate
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Fig. 10: RED Gateway: Normalized Calculate Rate vs. Normalized Sending
Rate
For the TFLMP-LER, CoV of loss event rate and calculated
rate have small increment when the sending rate is set to 0.8
normalized rate, and for the sending rate higher than 0.8
normalized rate the CoV decrease as the sending rate increase.
On the other hand, for TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-LER3 CoV
of loss event rate and calculated rate are at the highest when
the sending rate is set at the theoretical fair rate, but decrease
when the sending rate distance (increase or decrease of
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Fig. I1l: Loss Event Rate under RED Gateway: Coefficient of Variation vs.
Normalized Sending Rate
Under RED gateway two-step filtering technique
significantly reduce the variability of loss event rate and
calculated TCP-compatible rate. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show big
gap between the variability line (loss event rate and calculated
TCP-compatible rate) of TFLM-LER and the variability lines
(loss event rate and calculated TCP-compatible rate) of
TFLMP-LER2 and TFLMP-LER3. For TFLMP-LER, the
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variability and sending rate have negative relationship.
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Fig. 14: Calculated Rate under RED Gateway: Variability vs. Normalized
Sending Rate
VI. DISCUSSION
The two-step and packet reordering results in smoother loss
event rate, and consequently smoother rate is calculated. Two-
step filtering also reduces the dependency of loss event rate
and calculated TCP-compatible rate on sending rate. This is
good for layered multicast protocol as the estimated TCP-
compatible rates are always changing during a layered
multicast session. Packet reordering improves the performance
of TCP-equation model by providing accurate loss event rate
estimation. This can be seen that the TFLMP with two-step
filtering and packet reordering calculate rate nearer to the
theoretical fair rate compare to the TFLMIP with two-step
filtering. For the CoV of the TFLMP with two-step filtering
and packet reordering also show bctter performance than other
TFLMP implementations, while for variability both TFLMPs
with two-step filtering show similar performance.
Under RED gateway the TFLMP with two-step filtering and
packet reordering over estimate TCP compatible rate, where
its calculated rate is the highest among the TFLMP
implementations and the calculated rate is also higher than the
theoretical fair rate. This could be associated to random packet
drop in RED and the fact that TCP equation model perform
better than TCP under high level of statistical multiplexing
environment. In addition, its calculated TCP compatible rate is
higher than calculated TCP compatible rates of other TFLMP
implementations because packet reordering results in more
accurate loss event rate estimation.
VII. CONCLUSION
We propose a smooth loss event rate estimation method that
combines two-step loss event filtering and packet reordering.
Simulation experiments show that the method significantly
reduces variation of loss event rate and TCP-compatible rate
estimation, but at the same time maintain the accuracy of
TCP-compatible rate estimation. This study use fixed sending
and subscription rate for each simulation, in our future work
we will test the method with dynamic subscription rates.
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